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ABSTRACT
Memory disaggregation has recently been adopted in data centers

to improve resource utilization, motivated by cost and sustainability.

Recent studies on large-scale HPC facilities have also highlighted

memory underutilization. A promising and non-disruptive option

for memory disaggregation is rack-scale memory pooling, where

node-local memory is supplemented by shared memory pools. This

work outlines the prospects and requirements for adoption and

clarifies several misconceptions. We propose a quantitative method

for dissecting application requirements on the memory system

from the top down in three levels, moving from general, to multi-

tier memory systems, and then to memory pooling. We provide a

multi-level profiling tool and LBench to facilitate the quantitative

approach. We evaluate a set of representative HPC workloads on an

emulated platform. Our results show that prefetching activities can

significantly influence memory traffic profiles. Interference in mem-

ory pooling has varied impacts on applications, depending on their

access ratios to memory tiers and arithmetic intensities. Finally,

in two case studies, we show the benefits of our findings at the

application and system levels, achieving 50% reduction in remote

access and 13% speedup in BFS, and reducing performance variation

of co-located workloads in interference-aware job scheduling.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Memory and dense storage; Emerging inter-
faces; • Computer systems organization → Heterogeneous
(hybrid) systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The memory subsystem is a major consideration for cost and per-

formance of large-scale clusters. In the last decade, the memory

bandwidth wall has emerged as the bandwidth per core continues

to decrease. To satisfy the increasing demand, memory capacity

and bandwidth per node have increased dramatically in the last

15 years, as illustrated in Figure 1. New memory technologies like

high-bandwidth memory (HBM) can provide significant bandwidth.

However, the cost per bit is three to five times that of regular DDR

due to a complex production process and high market demand [13].

Hence, a hybrid of DDR and HBM has become the de-facto memory

configuration on today’s HPC systems as we show in Table 1. For

instance, the No. 1 supercomputer, Frontier, features 512 GB DDR4

and 512 GB HBM per compute node.

The node architecture in clusters and data centers today is mono-

lithic – compute and memory resources are tightly coupled within

a node’s boundary. In a cloud environment, multiple jobs may

share one server through virtualization, and still, recent works

find that substantial node memory is not utilized [24]. In an HPC

environment, the resource allocation is even more coarse-grained

because jobs typically do not share a node. Combined with high

memory capacity per node, this means that memory is often an

under-utilized resource. Recent studies on leadership facilities have

found that fewer than 15% jobs use more than 75% of the node

memory, and that 50% of the time less than 12% of the total memory

is in use [8, 33, 36, 37].

Recently, major cloud operators have started exploring memory

disaggregation to address the challenge of memory utilization, in-

cluding Meta [30] and Microsoft Azure [24]. At a high level, the

idea is to have a portion of memory resources provided on-demand

through remote memory pooling. In memory pool-based systems,

each node has a fixed local memory and a variable amount of fabric-

attached remote memory, effectively a form of a multi-tier memory

system [14]. Previous works have explored using node-local per-

sistent memory, like Intel Optane DC PM, as a second memory

tier [12, 38]. Since Optane is discontinued, and with the recent
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Figure 1: The evolution of memory characteristics of top
leadership supercomputers in the past 15 years.

advances in cache-coherent interconnect protocols, i.e., Compute

Express Link (CXL) type 3 devices, memory pooling becomes an

emerging option for implementing the second tier [44].

Existing works in multi-tier systems with memory pooling focus

on cloud infrastructures [18, 19, 24, 26, 27, 30, 39]. Cloud providers

are motivated to guarantee a certain Quality of Service (QoS) while

minimizing their cost, e.g. through increased system utilization.

While their findings and solutions are useful for informing HPC sys-

tems, HPC-oriented studies are needed for factoring in differences

in the deployment environment, user expertise, and expectation.

Therefore, this work aims to lay out the general and practical con-

siderations for adopting disaggregated memory on HPC systems.

Although disaggregated memory is a type of multi-tier memory,

it differs from traditional Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)

systems, which are symmetric, with each NUMA domain contain-

ing the same compute and memory resources, and optimizations

focus on moving computing to cores in the same domain as the

accessed memory pages. Instead, a tiered memory system could

be asymmetric, where some tiers are CPU-less, and optimizations

focus on placing hot pages in faster tiers [24].

We propose a three-level quantitative approach for dissecting

application requirements on the memory system from the top down.

At the top level, an application’s intrinsic requirements on the mem-

ory subsystem are captured and these properties remain preserved

across different memory systems. The second level quantifies the

impact of a general multi-tier memory system and captures the

memory access ratios across different tiers. Finally, the third level

quantifies the impact of memory interference, a specific challenge

of pooling-based multi-tier memory.

Several existing works focus on understanding the performance

degradation or optimizing the data placement on disaggregated

memory [18, 24, 30, 39, 48]. However, instead of providing yet an-

other optimization work of data placement, this paper builds a

generic framework to study an application’s memory behavior and

identify optimization priority and limits, as well as influence de-

ployment options. To facilitate the quantitative study, we provide a

multi-level profiling tool and also LBench , a benchmark for quan-

tifying the impact of memory interference. Our methodology is

applied in a set of diverse applications, including NekRS, SuperLU,

Hypre, HPL, BFS, and XSBench. Finally, in two case studies, we

show that findings from our approach can guide application-level

optimizations on data placement, reducing remote access by 50%

and improving the performance of BFS by 13%, as well as guide

system-level scheduling to reduce performance variation of co-

located jobs.

Rank DDR/node HBM/node HBM BW/node Nodes Est. DDR cost Est. HBM cost
Frontier [22] 512 GB 512 GB 12.8 TB/s 9,408 $ 34 M $ 135 M

Fugaku [17] – 32 GB 1.0 TB/s 158,976 – $ 142 M

LUMI-G [28] 512 GB 512 GB 12.8 TB/s 2,560 $ 9.2 M $ 35 M

Leonardo [4] 512 GB 256 GB 8.2 TB/s 3,456 $ 12 M $ 25 M

Summit [47] 512 GB 96 GB 5.4 TB/s 4,608 $ 17 M $ 12 M

Sierra [21] 256 GB 64 GB 3.6 TB/s 4,284 $ 7.7 M $ 7.7 M

Sunway [9] 32 GB – – 40,960 $ 9.2 M –

Perlmutter (GPU) [34] 256 GB 160 GB 6.2 TB/s 1,536 $ 2.8 M $ 7.0 M

Selene [35] 1 TB 640 GB 16 TB/s 280 $ 2 M $ 4.9 M

Tianhe-2A [10] 192 GB – – 16,000 $ 21.6 M –

Table 1: A summary of memory configuration on Top 10
supercomputers and the estimated memory cost based on
HBM having 3×-5× unit price of DDR [13].

We summarize our contributions in this work as follows:

• We describe the prospects and requirements for adopting disag-

gregated memory in HPC systems.

• We propose a quantitative method for dissecting application

requirements on memory systems in three levels, from general

to multi-tier memory systems and memory pooling.

• We develop a multi-level profiler for facilitating the quantitative

method and LBench for quantifying interference on memory

pooling.

• We evaluate our method in NekRS, SuperLU, Hypre, HPL, BFS,

and XSBench on multiple emulated system configurations and

identified key insights.

• We demonstrate the usage of our method in two case studies, for

optimizing the memory access ratios at the application level and

interference-aware job scheduling at the system level.

2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
In the past 15 years, as workloads on HPC systems continue evolv-

ing, high computation throughput, massive datasets, complex work-

flow, and emerging machine learning components drive up the

requirements on the memory system (see Figure 1). Table 1 sum-

marizes the memory configuration on today’s top 10 supercom-

puters [42], where memory is becoming a major cost factor. Mean-

while, studies on multiple HPC facilities, including NERSC’s Cori

supercomputer [33] and Livermore Computing’s clusters [37], have

shown that the utilization of memory resources can be as low as

only 15% of scientific workloads utilizing at least 75% memory

resources. In data centers, under-utilization of memory has moti-

vated major cloud providers to leverage disaggregated memory to

provide memory resources as needed and improve overall utiliza-

tion [19, 24, 30].

Disaggregated Memory refers to a type of architecture that decou-

ples memory resources from compute resources so that a flexible

amount of memory resources can be provisioned to each workload.

In contrast, all the supercomputers in Table 1 have a fixed amount

of memory in DDR and HBM, so a job cannot use more than the

specified memory capacity on a node, or it will face out-of-memory

(OOM) errors and abort.

There are two categories of disaggregated memory architectures

– split and pool [14]. In a split architecture, nodes can borrow mem-

ory from each other in a peer-to-peer fashion. In contrast, a Mem-
ory Pool provides a dedicated memory resource shared by multiple

nodes. Memory disaggregation enables peak-of-sums provision-

ing rather than sum-of-peaks provisioning, reducing the required
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Rack 1
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Rack2
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Memory Pool

Figure 2: An HPC system architecture with rack-scale mem-
ory disaggregation. Each node has a fixed node-localmemory.
Nodes in the same rack also share a memory pool.

resources on a system level [26]. Hence, the total ownership cost

(TCO) can be reduced, resulting in a great incentive for major cloud

providers. Previous network-based disaggregation solutions face

challenges of performance degradation. The recent development

of high-performance cache-coherent interconnects, like the CXL

standard, dramatically improves the feasibility and is endorsed by

all major vendors. For HPC systems, a rack-scale memory pooling

architecture, as illustrated in Figure 2, may be the most feasible and

user-transparent design in the near term [14, 32]. This design bears

similarity with the LLNL’s HPE Rabbit storage design [20], where

compute blades in a rack share a pool of SSD storage resources.

2.1 Challenges and Misconceptions
A disaggregated memory system is a specific implementation of

Muti-tier Memory systems. Muti-tier memory is composed of differ-

ent tiers with distinctive performance and capacity. For instance, 8

out of the top 10 supercomputers in Table 1 use HBM-DDR-based

multi-tier memory systems. For the architecture presented in Fig-

ure 2, the node-local memory (light green) forms a top tier, and

the memory pool (dark green) forms the bottom tier of a node’s

memory system.

Memory Interference in a memory pool refers to the influence

from other nodes sharing the same pool. Through the shared mem-

ory pool, interference can cause unpredictable performance degra-

dation of one job due to jobs on other nodes. For example, one

cause for the performance variation is unrelated jobs on different

nodes competing for the link bandwidth between compute node

and memory pools.

Misconceptions of multi-tier memory include that the memory

bandwidth is lower than homogeneous memory. In fact, from the

hardware perspective, adding additional memory tiers (channels)

can increase the aggregate bandwidth. However, a challenge is

to utilize it effectively. Another misconception is that application

performance will always be degraded. Distributed-memory HPC

applications have the option to minimize exposure to the pooled

memory tier by scaling to more compute nodes instead.

2.2 Practical Considerations for Adoption
The differences between HPC and cloud systems have to be con-

sidered for adoption. HPC applications consist of many optimized

numerical kernels, run in multiple bare-metal nodes tightly cou-

pled byMPI communication, without virtualization or node sharing.

Cloud workloads like web services, and databases, are optimized

Hardware Configuration

Socket 1

Memory 1

Socket 2

Memory 2

Target memory access characteristics
(Access to each memory tier, 

prefetching events, 
R/W-ratio, locality, …) 

Custom Profiler

Application

hook

Allocation 
calls

Interference 
generator
(LBench)

Custom Profiler

Custom Profiler Custom Profiler

Figure 3: The overall architecture of the three-level memory-
centric profiler and the emulation platform.

for tail latency of requests. Cloud environments are virtualized and

users share physical nodes. Also, the incentive structures are differ-

ent. While cloud providers are motivated to reduce costs while still

meeting the same service quality, HPC users are responsible for

delivering the performance of their applications. Thus, approaches

derived for cloud may be inapplicable on HPC, e.g., prefetching is

found to be harmful in [29], but we find it necessary for HPC. Cloud

solutions are mostly based on extended hypervisors or managed

runtimes, while HPC infrastructures do not have such layers. Here,

we highlight several practical requirements for adopting disaggre-

gated memory in HPC systems.

Low Porting Efforts. For wide adoption in HPC, the changes in

architecture should aim to require low porting efforts. One solution

for transparent porting is extending current NUMA system support.

As an example, a recent kernel patch implements non-uniform in-

terleaving policies [50] which enables applications to transparently

utilize the aggregated bandwidth of tiered memory [41]. Alter-

natively, existing memory allocators can be extended to support

multi-tier systems.

Low Performance Variation. Many runtime solutions for opti-

mizing data placement on multi-tier memory systems are proposed.

While automatic NUMA support requires low porting efforts, run-

times take time to collect enough information for decisions and are

often slow in adapting to changes in access patterns, resulting in

performance variation from run to run. HPC applications, however,

demand more deterministic and reproducible performance.

Incentive for Computing Facility. End users of HPC systems

are usually not incentivized to improve system-level resource uti-

lization. Therefore, the computing facility needs to be the main dri-

ver for adoption. Potential incentives for facilities to adopt memory

pooling include sustainability, the feasibility of separate upgrading

of system components, and reduced costs.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this work, we employ a three-level top-down approach. In the

first level, we identify an application’s intrinsic requirements on

memory systems, independent of exact system architecture. The

second level extends the application requirements onto general

multi-tier memory systems and leverages a memory roofline model.

The final level investigates the specific memory interference chal-

lenge when the lower tier is backed by memory pooling on an HPC
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I. Initial Setup

II. Level 1
Profiling

III. Tiers Setup  

IV. Level 2
Profiling

V. Level 3
Profiling

export LD_PRELOAD="~/nmo/lib/libnmo.so"
alias ./app="numactl -N0 ./XSBench -p 2000000 -t 8"

NMO_TRACK_RSS=1 ./app NMO_MODE=counters ./app

NMO_MODE=sample ./app NMO_MODE=prefetch ./app

sudo ~/nmo/bin/setup_waste 4982 & Repeat for 25%, 50%, 75% 
of peak usage in MB.

NMO_MODE=counters ./app

~/nmo/intf/gauge_loop.sh &
./app

~/nmo/intf/upi.sh 2 10 &
./app

Step III command still running in the 
background in steps IV–V.

Figure 4: A step-by-step overview of the profiling workflow
with example commands.

architecture illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 4 presents the experi-

mental workflow, where each level of execution collects profiling

information that can be visualized separately.

3.1 Multi-level Profiling
We develop a multi-level profiler to support the three-level memory-

centric analysis methodology. The profiler uses low-overhead hard-

ware performance counters to capture application-level metrics,

such asmemory accesses in different levels of thememory hierarchy.

Besides program-level profiling, the profiler also offers APIs, i.e.,

pf_start("tag") and pf_stop(), for simple tracing support to

attribute results to specific kernels. This section details our method-

ology based on Linux and the Intel Skylake-X architecture. Key

performance events are also available on other architectures, e.g.

AMD’s Instruction-Based Sampling and ARM’s Statistical Profiling

Extension. Kernel-based page-level profiling may be used as an al-

ternative, but would require extensive changes. Our method can be

adapted for general multi-tier memory (e.g. DDR+HBM, PM+DDR),

only needing to change selected performance events.

Level 1: General Characteristics. The first level of profiling
aims to understand an application’s requirements on the memory

subsystem. These include its arithmetic intensity, memory capacity

usage, bandwidth usage, and access pattern. The arithmetic inten-

sity is measured using hardware performance counters, enabling us

to place the application into a roofline model. The number of bytes

loaded is measured with the OFFCORE_RESPONSE:L3_MISS events.
The offcore events include all memory loads, including hardware

prefetchers. The memory capacity usage is measured by sampling

the numa_maps file in procfs. The memory access pattern is mea-

sured in two ways, first using precise event-based sampling (PEBS)

to record the virtual address of demand load misses. Secondly, coun-

ters related to hardware prefetching are measured to understand if

the access pattern is predictable.

Level 2: Multi-Tier Memory Access. In a multi-tier environ-

ment, we define two key metrics. The remote capacity ratio is the
ratio of lower-tier memory to total available memory. In our setup,

it can be measured from numa_maps. The remote access ratio is the
ratio of memory accesses to a lower tier. In our setup, it is measured

using the LOCAL_DRAM and REMOTE_DRAM offcore events. The event-
based sampling of memory accesses is also extended to multiple

tiers by separating cache miss events to local or remote memory.

Level 3: Memory Interference. A disaggregated memory sys-

tem is a specific form of multi-tier memory system. When memory

pools are used to decouple memory from compute, interference

from other nodes sharing the memory pool may impact perfor-

mance. In Section 3.2, we present a benchmark for measuring both

the interference sensitivity and induced interference of an appli-

cation. The interference sensitivity determines the performance

degradation due to remote memory interference, and the induced in-

terference determines how much interference an application causes

for others. We measure the injected traffic at the system level using

the UPI counters sktXtraffic in Intel PCM. Note that link traffic

may exceed the peak data bandwidth due to protocol overheads.

3.2 Measuring Memory Interference
We developed a benchmark called LBench based on the methodol-

ogy in [7] for injecting and quantifying interference on the link to

the memory pool. The benchmark allocates an array on the memory

pool and performs a simple numerical kernel similar to Empirical

Roofline Toolkit [51] on the array. We define the level of inter-

ference (denoted 𝐿𝑜𝐼 ) as the percentage of generated link traffic

compared with the peak link traffic (which is 1 flop, 12 threads on

our testbed). 𝐿𝑜𝐼 is configured by varying the number of floating-

point operations per array element in the kernel. We present a code

snippet of the kernel’s inner loop below.

1 i f ( NFLOP % 2 == 1 )

2 b e t a = A[ i ] + a lpha ;

3 const int NLOOP = NFLOP / 2 ;

4 #pragma GCC un r o l l 16

5 for ( in t k = 0 ; k < NLOOP ; k++)

6 b e t a = be t a ∗ A[ i ] + a lpha ;

7 A[ i ] = be t a ;

By measuring the link traffic using level 3 profiling, we de-

termine the number of flops per element corresponding to each

level of intensity (i.e., 𝐿𝑜𝐼 = 10, 20, ...). One advantage of using

LBench over raw performance counters (PCM) is that PCM cannot

measure contention beyond the saturation point. For instance, the

measured traffic saturates at the link bandwidth (e.g., 85 GB/s on

our testbed), while the contention will still increase due to queue-

ing. With LBench , we can distinguish between saturated and con-

tended links. Our validation results in Section 6 confirm that using

LBench for quantifying interference can reach higher precision than
raw performance counter measurement.

We also define a metric called interference coefficient (denoted as

𝐼𝐶) by running LBench with one thread with 1 flop/element for a

set number of iterations and measuring the relative runtime 𝑇 of

LBench . The interference coefficient is calculated as IC = 𝑇
𝑇idle system

.

The interference coefficient quantifies the interference induced by

an application on the system.

3.3 Emulation Platform
We configure an emulation platform for thememory pool in Figure 2.

The methodology uses the socket interconnect in a dual-socket sys-

tem to emulate a coherent disaggregated memory system. Similar

methods are used in [24, 30, 53]. The default first-touch page allo-

cation policy places allocations onto the local NUMA node until

full, before spilling to other NUMA nodes (the remote memory).

The emulation platform uses an Intel Xeon testbed with two

sockets and one NUMA node per socket. As illustrated in Figure 3,
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Figure 5: A roofline model built on our test platform. Dashed
lines indicates extension by adding additional memory tiers.

one socket represents a compute node, and the memory on the

other socket represents a memory pool. The cores on the second

socket are not used. The UPI interconnect between them represents

the remote link. The intra-socket bandwidth is 73 GB/s and latency

is 111 ns, while the inter-socket bandwidth is 34 GB/s and latency

is 202 ns. The Linux kernel version is 5.14. For consistent results,

we disable NUMA balancing and transparent huge pages (THP).

3.4 Analytical Models
We use the standard roofline model and an extended memory

roofline model to identify performance bottlenecks and hardware

limits. The roofline model [51] was proposed to model the attain-

able peak performance 𝑃 of a program with arithmetic intensity 𝐼 ,

defined as the number of floating-point operations per byte trans-

ferred from main memory. A computing platform is described by its

peak computing power 𝐹 in flop/s and peak memory bandwidth 𝐵

in B/s, where 𝑃 = min(𝐹, 𝐵 · 𝐼 ). The solid line in Figure 5 presents a

standard roofline model derived from the architecture peak metrics

(e.g., the peak flops from clock speed and AVX-512 vectors) and

STREAM benchmark results. A roofline model can be further ex-

tended to model other limiting factors. For example, the slope of

memory bandwidth can be adapted to include the impact of mem-

ory interference. The dashed line in Figure 5 indicates an increase

in total memory bandwidth if an additional memory tier is added

to the baseline system.

For fine-grained measurement, we set our profiler to quantify

the throughput in flop/s, and memory access in bytes every second.

Figure 5 reports the measured arithmetic intensity and obtained

throughput for each phase in the evaluated applications in Table 2.

The visualization of the measurement on the roofline model shows

good coverage in arithmetic intensity and throughput. Therefore,

we confirm that the evaluated workloads represent HPC workloads

in the memory-bound to compute-bound spectrum. Furthermore,

fine-grained measurement allows us to separate distinctive phases

with different arithmetic intensities. As reported in Figure 5, each

application typically consists of at least two phases, where the

first phase (denoted as p1) represents the initialization phase. This

experiment only uses the node-local memory and no other co-

running applications.

Application Description Parallelization Input Problems

HPL [11]

High Performance LINPACK benchmark,

dense LU factorization with partial pivoting.
MPI+OpenMP

N=20000

N=28280

N=40000

Hypre [15]

Library of high-performance linear solvers.

We use the structured interface.
MPI+OpenMP

ex4 10 times, n=6300, ranks=1

ex4 10 times, n=6300, ranks=2

ex4 10 times, n=6300, ranks=4

NekRS [16]

Computational fluid dynamics based on the

spectral element method.
MPI

turbPipePeriodic, p=5, dt=1e-2

turbPipePeriodic, p=7, dt=6e-3

turbPipePeriodic, p=9, dt=1e-3

BFS [40]

Graph processing benchmark of the breath-

first search algorithm in the Ligra framework.
OpenMP

symmetric rMat, N=2
24
, M=2

28.24

symmetric rMat, N=2
25
, M=2

29.25

symmetric rMat, N=2
26
, M=2

30.25

SuperLU [25] Sparse LU factorization. MPI+OpenMP

SiO [6] (nnz=1.3M)

H2O [6] (nnz=2.2M)

Si34H36 [6] (nnz=5.2M)

XSBench [43]

Monte Carlo neutron transport proxy

application.
MPI+OpenMP

large, 2M particles, 11303 gridpoints

large, 2M particles, 22606 gridpoints

large, 2M particles, 45212 gridpoints

Table 2: Evaluated workloads with three input problems of
approximately 1:2:4 memory usage ratio.

4 WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we focus on the fundamental memory requirements

of an application. We are interested in identifying and abstracting

the properties that persist even when the application is executed on

systems with different memory configurations. Table 2 summarizes

the list of evaluated applications and input problems used in this

paper. Unless otherwise noted, experiments use the first listed input

problem of each application.

4.1 Memory Capacity and Bandwidth Scaling
Capacity and bandwidth are the two primary memory-related con-

siderations when deploying an HPC application. In a typical deci-

sion flow, a user needs to estimate the total memory footprint of

the job and peak memory usage per node, then compare them with

memory capacity per compute node to determine the minimum

number of nodes required. When memory bandwidth is a limiting

factor, a user may decide to increase the number of nodes further for

higher aggregate memory bandwidth. This may be guided by the

roofline model. Other dimensions of this decision include increased

communication and core-hour cost with more nodes.

We propose a memory bandwidth-capacity scaling curve, as

demonstrated in Figure 6, to help users quantify the relationship

between capacity and bandwidth usage. The curve is built using

the memory access sampling in our profiler. After measuring and

aggregating the number of memory accesses by page, we sort pages

into descending order of accesses. Then, we build the cumulative

distribution of accesses to compare with the percentage of memory

footprint. Each application is tested with three input problems of

approximately doubling size.

The bandwidth-capacity scaling curve reveals that HPL and

Hypre exhibit relatively uniformmemory access across the memory

footprint. Such characteristic is consistent with traditional numeri-

cal codes, where nearly all main memory objects are accessed for

computation. In contrast, BFS and XSBench have only a small por-

tion of the memory footprint being actively accessed during the

execution. We check the source code and find that BFS allocates

large graph structures, while only adjacency data will be accessed

during execution. Similarly, XSBench allocates large grid structures

while only sampled points will be looked up.
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(f) XSBench

Figure 6: The cumulative distribution function of memory
accesses and memory footprint in six applications at three
scaled input problems.

A more interesting finding is that all applications but SuperLU

exhibit a consistent bandwidth-capacity scaling pattern across in-

creased input problems. Four applications, NekRS, HPL, Hypre, and

XSBench, have overlapping scaling curves for 1×, 2×, and 4× input

problems, indicating their usage patterns in bandwidth and capac-

ity preserve across input sizes. BFS has the scaling curve shifted

towards the left side of the x-axis when the input problem increases,

indicating the distribution of access is becoming more skewed, with

fewer percentage of pages having more accesses. The change in

SuperLU indicates the distribution of hot pages moving from a

skewed distribution towards a more uniform distribution. Overall,

this scaling curve analysis is a concise visualization tool for HPC

users to unify the two dimensions of memory requirements, i.e.,

bandwidth and capacity, and estimate requirements of larger-scale

problems.

4.2 Hardware Prefetching
We consider the suitability of prefetching as a property determined

by an application’s algorithm and access pattern. Therefore, even

if an application is executed on different systems, the suitability

of prefetching is preserved. With disaggregated memory, prefetch-

ing may become even more important to hide the higher access

latency. A benefit of non-faulting implementations, such as CXL, is

that hardware prefetching can remain fully operational for remote

memory.

To quantify the suitability of prefetching, we propose using two

previously proposed metrics, namely Accuracy and Coverage [29].
Accuracy measures the ratio of prefetched cachelines that have been

actually accessed by the program. Coverage measures the ratio of

cacheline accesses that were prefetched before on-demand access.

Our analysis in this work is based on L2 cache, where the core

hardware prefetcher is located and LLC is an exclusive L3.

On our testbed, we set our profiler to capture measurements from

four hardware counters: PF_L2_DATA_RD, PF_L2_RFO, L2_LINES_IN,
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(c) XSBench

Figure 7: Measured memory traffic in number of cachelines
(y-axis) and runtime (x-axis) in three applications with and
without L2 prefetching enabled.
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Figure 8: Accuracy, coverage, excessive memory traffic, and
performance gain from prefetching in all tested applications

and USELESS_HWPF. We calculate the two metrics as follows.

Accuracy =
PF_L2_DATA_RD + PF_L2_RFO − USELESS_HWPF

PF_L2_DATA_RD + PF_L2_RFO

(1)

Coverage =
PF_L2_DATA_RD + PF_L2_RFO − USELESS_HWPF

L2_LINES_IN − USELESS_HWPF

(2)

Additionally, we execute the workload with prefetching disabled

to determine the performance gain prefetching contributes. Hard-

ware prefetching is disabled by configuring amodel-specific register

in the processor core (the two least significant bits of MSR 0x1a4).

Figure 8 reports the measured prefetching accuracy and cover-

age of each application. All except XSbench and BFS have more

than 80% prefetching accuracy. Hypre and NekRS have the high-

est prefetching coverage – about 70% of L2 cacheline accesses

are prefetched instead of fetched on demand. Figure 8 presents

a timeline of the number of fetched cachelines with and without L2

prefetching in NekRS, HPL, and XSBench, respectively. The results

show that prefetching may contribute to a substantial portion of

memory bandwidth in the tested applications. For instance, Fig-

ure 7a shows that the memory bandwidth consumption in NekRS

is significantly higher when prefetching is enabled. Note that the

total memory traffic in NekRS with prefetching is only 3% higher

than that without prefetching, but the performance gain is as high

as 57%, as reported in Figure 8. A similar observation of prefetching

contributing substantial memory traffic is also identified in cloud

workloads [29]. However, these workloads exhibit low prefetching

accuracy and coverage, and thus, prefetching is considered harm-

ful. In contrast, the high coverage and accuracy, and performance

gain in our experiments indicate the suitability of prefetching for

scientific workloads.

All applications have low excessive memory traffic (2%-6% as

reported in Figure 8) due to prefetching, except SuperLU where the

total memory traffic with prefetching enabled is 37% higher than

that with prefetching disabled. However, the performance gain is
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almost 31% and thus prefetching is still useful from a performance

perspective. Although XSBench has the lowest accuracy, it also has

low excessive memory traffic (3%) from prefetching, indicating the

prefetching is automatically adapted to a low level when accuracy

is low.

The memory bandwidth-capacity scaling curve unifies two main

factors and aids users in projecting memory usage on different

problems. Prefetching may constitute major memory usage and

is critical for the performance of HPC applications.

5 MULTI-TIER MEMORY
In this section, we cover the application impact when introducing

an additional memory tier. A general multi-tier memory system has

relatively faster but smaller top tiers and slower but larger bottom

tiers. The exact memory technologies for implementing each tier

may vary. For the experiments in this section, we emulate a two-tier

memory system and run the profiler on selected applications to

quantify memory access to each tier.

To capture the impact of multi-tier memory on performance

bottlenecks, a memory roofline model was proposed in previous

work [8] to model the memory access performance as a function of

the local to remote memory access (L:R) ratio. Themodel guides tun-

ing towards high L:R ratios to shift the limit of the memory access

performance toward the peak bandwidth of the fast-tier memory.

In fact, the peak memory performance can be further increased by

leveraging all memory tiers concurrently instead of solely the fast

tier. Therefore, we emphasize balanced local to remote accesses

that match the bandwidth and capacity limit of each memory tier.

5.1 Tiered Memory Access
Two reference points are critical for guiding optimization of appli-

cations on multi-tier memory systems. The first one is the ratio of

the memory capacity of each tier. The second reference point is the

ratio of memory bandwidth of each tier. First, using our profiler, we

quantify the ratio of memory accesses to each memory tier. Then,

we calculate 𝑅𝑖
𝐶𝑎𝑝

, 𝑅𝑖
𝐵𝑊

, and 𝑅𝑖𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 , respectively, to quantify the

ratio of memory capacity, bandwidth, and access to a tier 𝑖 and

compare them with the two reference points.

Figure 9 reports the measured 𝑅𝑖𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 of each phase in the

tested applications on three system configurations, where 𝑅𝑖
𝐶𝑎𝑝

=

25%, 50%, 75%. As a validation of our profiler, we also measured

the arithmetic intensity of each phase identified in Section 3.4 by

using 𝐴𝐼 = 𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑃𝑆
𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑀+𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑅𝑀 , where 𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑀 denotes the number of

bytes retrieved from local memory tier and 𝐵𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑅𝑀 denotes the

number of bytes retrieved from remote memory tier. The measured

arithmetic intensities are consistent with those reported in the ex-

periment on the single-tier system in Figure 5 and are omitted due

to the space limit.

Figure 9 reports the percentage of accessed bytes from the remote

memory tier among all memory accesses, i.e., 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 . We also

add two reference lines of 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒
𝐵𝑊

and 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒
𝐶𝑎𝑝

. 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒
𝐵𝑊

is the

turning point of memory access bottleneck, where a 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 value

lower than 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒
𝐵𝑊

indicates that the memory access bottleneck

is bound by the bandwidth of the fast tier. A 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 value higher

than 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒
𝐵𝑊

, however, indicates too many memory accesses to the

slower tier so that the slower tier becomes the limit of memory

access performance. Thus, the 𝑅𝐵𝑊 reference is an upper bound for

tuning. The lower bound of tuning uses the reference of memory

capacity ratios 𝑅𝐶𝑎𝑝 . The ratio of memory accesses to each tier

should at least match the ratio of their capacity.

By leveraging the two reference points and the memory access

metrics from our profiler, optimization opportunities on multi-tier

memory can be identified and prioritized. In Figure 9a, the two

reference lines are close, and most applications (except HPL and XS-

Bench) have their ratios of remote memory access close to the two

optimization reference lines, indicating little optimization space,

and users should not spend efforts in optimizing data placement.

In contrast, Figure 9c presents plenty of optimization opportunities

from the two reference lines. For instance, based on the capacity

ratio, HPL, NekRS, and BFS all exhibit excessive accesses above the

𝑅𝐶𝑎𝑝 (denoted in the dashed red line). The second phase (p2) of

almost all applications is substantially above the bandwidth ratio

(𝑅𝐵𝑊 ) reference. Although this indicates a large space for optimiza-

tion, it could also mean an ill-balanced design of the memory tiers.

Note that although all phases are included, not all carry the same

weight on the total execution time.

XSBench stands out among all applications in that the remote

access ratio is low (below 6%) in all configurations. This means

that the additional bandwidth from remote memory is not utilized.

However, considering that the prefetching coverage for XSBench

is < 1%, the application is highly sensitive to increased memory

latency. Therefore, reducing latency by minimizing remote memory

exposure is more important than increasing the aggregate memory

bandwidth.

5.2 Phase Changes in Memory Access
HPC applications often consist of several phases. As illustrated in

Figure 5 and Figure 9, phases in an application can have very dif-

ferent profiles of arithmetic intensity and memory access patterns.

This characteristic increases the complexity of optimizing appli-

cations on multi-tier memory systems. For instance, one scheme

for a kernel’s data placement may harm other kernels. This global

optimization is a Knapsack problem which is NP-complete.

Static solutions leverage offline profiling to modify allocation

sites to place a memory variable directly on a suitable memory tier.

Dynamic solutions resort to runtime detection of access patterns to

migrate performance-critical memory pages into the fast tier. The

first direction requires extensive porting efforts and is often not

adaptable to new input problems or system architecture. The second

direction is user transparent. However, performance variation and

indeterministic performance are often unacceptable to HPC end

users. Also, on high-end HPC hardware, phases in an application

are often short in time, while runtime solutions need time to adapt.

Capacity ratio and bandwidth ratio provides two optimization

references and the ratio of memory access to tiers should match

them. The dominant phase with unmatched memory access

distribution should be the priority of optimization.
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(a) 75%-25% capacity ratio
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(b) 50%-50% capacity ratio
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(c) 25%-75% capacity ratio

Figure 9: The ratio of memory accesses to the second tier on three two-tier memory systems with capacity ratios ranging from
25% to 75%. Label X-pY denotes the Y-th phase of workload X.
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Figure 10: Quantifying application’s sensitivity to memory interference on three disaggregated memory systems based on
memory pool. Y-axis indicates the relative performance w.r.t LoI=0.
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Figure 11: The scaling of interference using our benchmark
(left), the comparison of measurement from our benchmark
and raw performance hardware counter (middle), the inter-
ference caused by different applications (right).

6 INTERFERENCE ON MEMORY POOLING
In this section, we focus onmemory pool-based disaggregated mem-

ory systems. As introduced in Section 2, disaggregated memory is

a specific form of multi-tier memory. In the example in Figure 2,

the bottom memory tier is implemented by a memory pool, and

the top memory tier is implemented by each node’s local memory.

As multiple nodes may share the memory pool, a unique challenge

is memory interference from co-running jobs on other nodes. We

use LBench to quantify the impact of memory interference the ap-

plications in Table 2. For each application, we quantify two aspects

of memory interference – its sensitivity to memory interference

and the memory interference caused by the application. The first

metric is important for HPC users to estimate their application’s

performance on future HPC systems equipped with the pool-based

memory tier. The second metric is useful for schedulers to improve

co-location decisions.

The first step of our study is to validate the accuracy and pre-

cision of LBench . Thus, we configure the benchmark intensity to

sweep from 10 to 50 and measure the percentage of link traffic

compared to the peak. As reported in the left panel of Figure 11, the

measured level of intensity (y-axis) is linearly proportional to the

configured intensity in LBench . Thus, we confirm LBench can be

used to generate the required level of interference. Next, we com-

pare the precision of LBench with the low-level hardware counters

(denoted as 𝑃𝐶𝑀). We set the background workload to sweep arith-

metic intensity from 1 to 128 flops per element. Then we measure

the resulting interference coefficient (𝐼𝐶) as the relative runtime of

LBench and report it in the middle panel of Figure 11. Additionally,

we measure the raw link traffic from PCM. The results show that at

high bandwidth usage (i.e., below 8 flops/element), LBench can still

quantify increased contention while the hardware counter measure-

ment saturates around 85 GB/s. The improved precision is because

contention can continue increasing due to queueing effects while

the measured traffic saturates at the link bandwidth. Hence, we

show that LBench can provide accurate measurements and injection

of a configurable level of intensity (𝐿𝑜𝐼 ).

For the study in this section, we configure LBench to run with

two threads for interference generation as it provides up to 50%

intensity. The threads are running on the local socket to inject
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congestion on the link to the remote memory. We use only two

threads for injection to mitigate the impact of shared L3 caches

with the co-running workloads. The performance impact at 50%

intensity was measured to be less than 1% for all workloads.

6.1 Sensitivity to Memory Interference
We quantify an application’s sensitivity to memory interference on

memory pooling using LBench . We configure LBench to generate

interference of increased intensity levels, i.e., 𝐿𝑜𝐼 = 0, 10, .... Then,

for each application, we use its performance at 𝐿𝑜𝐼 = 0 as the base-

line and its relative performance at higher 𝐿𝑜𝐼 as the measurement

of its sensitivity to interference. A similar approach is also used in

previous work [49].

Figure 10 reports the measured sensitivity of each application

to interference on the memory pool on three system configura-

tions, i.e., the ratios between local memory capacity and remote

memory pool ranges from 25%, 50%, and 75%. In general, all appli-

cations show reduced performance at an increased level of memory

interference. Hypre and NekRS are among the most sensitive appli-

cations to memory interference. On the 50-50% tiers setup, Hypre

and NekRS show 15% and 13% performance loss at 𝐿𝑜𝐼 = 50. In

Figure 9, the memory access to the remote tier (i.e., memory pooling

in this case) is not the highest compared to other applications. How-

ever, due to their low arithmetic intensity, as quantified in Figure 5,

they show higher sensitivity than other applications. In contrast,

results in Figure 9 show that HPL has high accesses to the memory

pool, while having a low sensitivity to memory interference. On

the 50-50% tiers setup, it shows less than 5% performance loss even

at the highest level of interference.

An application’s sensitivity to memory interference on memory

pooling is caused by its remote memory access and is inversely

influenced by its arithmetic intensity. A quantification of applica-

tion sensitivity to memory interference on a target disaggregated

memory system is necessary for application users to determine its

deployment configurations on the system. For applications with

low sensitivity to memory interference, users can configure the job

deployment to leverage more capacity from the memory pool and

reduce the number of compute nodes needed to support the job. For

highly sensitive applications, the users can choose to deploy a job

with more compute nodes to reduce the remote memory access or

even completely avoid remote memory to fulfill their performance

requirements. Our quantification method provides a tool for HPC

end users to make informed decisions and tradeoffs, improving user

confidence in the new system architecture.

6.2 Interference Coefficient
We propose a second metric, the Interference Coefficient, to measure

the interference caused by an application on the memory pool.

As an application accesses the remote memory tier, it also injects

memory traffic onto the shared pool, causing interference on the

system and other jobs. The main difference from the first metric,

i.e., sensitivity, is that this metric is solely related to the remote

memory access but is not directly influenced by the arithmetic

intensity of the application. As the sensitivity of an application is

important for HPC end users, this metric is important for system-

level coordination. For example, the interference coefficient could
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Figure 12: Optimization on data placement in BFS improves
runtime, reduces remote memory accesses and sensitivity to
memory interference.

be provided as a hint in job descriptions to enable schedulers with

interference awareness to improve co-location decisions.

We quantify the interference coefficient of applications on a

target system by co-running the application with LBench and calcu-

lating the relative slowdown compared to an idle system. The right

panel of Figure 11 reports the measured interference coefficient for

the applications on a 50% memory pooling setup. The results show

NekRS and Hypre can introduce the most memory interference

to other co-running jobs while HPL and XSBench introduce the

lowest interference. The spread in Figure 11 highlights the variance

in the interference coefficient caused by a workload. For instance,

in Hypre, the compute phase causes high interference coefficient,

while the initialization phase causes a low interference coefficient.

An application’s sensitivity to memory interference is deter-

mined by the arithmetic intensity and the amount of accesses

to memory pools. Users need to incorporate the sensitivity to

memory interference in deployment decisions.

7 USE CASES
In this section, we demonstrate use cases for leveraging the results

of the three-level quantitative study to guide optimization at both

the application level and the system level.

7.1 Optimizing Remote Memory Traffic
In the first case study, we show that analyzing the memory access

distribution on memory tiers can guide programmers to prioritize

the optimization of data placement at the application level. The

results in the multi-tier analysis of BFS with 75% remote capacity

showed 99% remote memory access – the remote access ratio is

much higher than the capacity ratio reference. The mismatch in-

dicates that the most accessed data structures are in the remote

memory. Coupled with information obtained from memory alloca-

tion sites in our profiler, we identified major memory objects and

found that the Parents array is small but highly accessed.

We consider three options to change its placement into the node-

local memory. First, explicitly allocate in local memory, which is

straightforward with libnuma. However, in the case of BFS, several

large objects are allocated before Parents, leaving no space in local

memory at the allocation site of Parents. Alternatively, we can
explicitly allocate less accessed objects in remote memory to free

up space. The second option is to migrate to local memory after

initialization by exchanging pages between the local and remote

memory using libnuma. However, this is not feasible to implement
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at the application level since it requires information on all other

memory objects in local memory, such as size and access intensity.

Thus, this option is often implemented at the system software level.

The third option is application specific, by changing the order of

allocations. By allocating and initializing objects in order of hot-

ness, the hottest objects will be placed in local memory due to the

first-touch policy. Note that this option is only suitable for appli-

cations where all memory objects have a similar lifespan (usually

the whole program duration). With frequent dynamic allocations

and deallocations, this option may cause the local memory to be

under-utilized.

We choose to change the allocation order in BFS so that Parents
is allocated and initialized first. With this simple change, the remote

access ratio is reduced from 99% to 80% in the 75% remote memory

scenario, resulting in a 6% performance improvement. Further re-

applying the multi-tier memory traffic analysis shows that now

many remote accesses come from dynamic heap allocations. In

BFS, these are used for temporary structures, including the current

frontier. Since they are dynamic in scope and size, they cannot be

pre-allocated like the parents. We attempted to reserve space in

the local memory by allocating a block of memory at the start and

freeing it at the end of the initialization. However, this did not yield

a significant benefit.

Instead, by inspecting the code, we identified a temporary object

used during initialization but not afterward. The original code

leaves the object unfreed due to a performance bug in the (de)-

allocator. Indeed, freeing the object degrades performance by 3%

when running in local memory only. However, with the memory

pool as the secondary tier, freeing up the object reserves more

local memory for dynamic allocations, offsetting the performance

overhead of deallocation. As shown in Figure 12, this 1-line change

further reduced the remote access ratio from 80% to 50%, resulting in

a 13% performance improvement over the baseline at 75% memory

pooling. At 50% pooling, the optimized version almost eliminates

remote memory access as shown in the middle panel of Figure 12.

We re-evaluate the application’s sensitivity to memory interference

as in Section 6 using the optimized version for the cases of 50% and

75% pooling. We compare the interference sensitivity in the right

panel of Figure 12. The results show that the optimized version has

a significantly reduced interference sensitivity. In the general case,

the interfaces provided by Linux are insufficient for this kind of

data placement optimization. An interface for reserving a portion

of local memory for dynamic allocation would empower developers

to optimize their applications for disaggregated memory.

7.2 Interference-Aware Job Scheduling
The results in Section 6.1 show that the performance impact of

memory interference differs between different workloads. For prac-

tical adoption in HPC systems, job schedulers can be extended

to take memory interference sensitivity into account for job co-

location decisions. For instance, the user can use LBench and the

quantification method in Section 6 to quantify the application’s

sensitivity and provide it at job submission. Without interference

awareness, interference-sensitive workloads may be scheduled
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Figure 13: The five-number summary of the execution time
of each application in 100 runs with a mixture of co-running
applications using a random baseline and interference-aware
optimization.

together using the same memory pool, leading to poor perfor-

mance. Interference-aware scheduling has shown benefit in previ-

ous works targeting other types of shared resources or configura-

tions [7, 12, 31, 46, 52, 54].

To study the impact of interference-aware scheduling, we use the

emulation setup and workloads from before with 50% memory pool

capacity. To simulate other jobs being scheduled onto the memory

pool, we inject link traffic using LBench . The level of interference

changes randomly between 0–50% every 60 s, representing different

types of workloads. To simulate an interference-aware scheduler,

which prevents interference-inducing jobs from being co-located,

we vary the level of interference between 0–20% instead. Each

workload is run 100 times in both configurations.

The execution time in the baseline and interference-aware sched-

uler for eachworkload is shown in Figure 13. In general, interference-

aware scheduling improves execution time and reduces perfor-

mance variability. The execution time is reduced because the aver-

age interference is lower with interference-aware scheduling. The

variability is reduced because the range of possible interference

levels is smaller with interference awareness as the high end of

the spectrum is cut off. However, the results vary among the set

of evaluated workloads. The average speedup is 4% for Hypre, 2%

for NekRS and SuperLU, 1% for BFS and HPL, and 0% for XSBench.

As a measure of variability, the 75th percentile of execution time

decreased by 5% for Hypre, 3% for NekRS and SuperLU, 2% BFS,

and 1% for HPL and XSBench.

As expected, these results largely match the measured interfer-

ence coefficients for the workloads shown in Figure 11 and the

interference sensitivity in Figure 10b. Hypre has the highest in-

terference sensitivity and benefits most from interference-aware

scheduling. Meanwhile, XSBench and HPL have the lowest inter-

ference sensitivity and show little benefit from interference-aware

scheduling. The previous results showed that NekRS is more in-

terference sensitive than BFS, but they show equal benefits from

interference awareness.
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These results indicate that integrating our quantitative method-

ology of memory interference into job schedulers such as SLURM

could reduce interference and improve performance in a disag-

gregated memory system. The improvement of performance and

reduced variation could incentivize users to inform their applica-

tion’s interference profile to the job scheduler and increase their

confidence in the new memory architecture. Also, given that a 4%

performance improvement was observed for Hypre in our emulated

environment, in an environment with higher induced interference,

e.g., with more than two nodes per memory pool, the performance

improvement could be more significant. We recognize that a real

disaggregated system may have an even more skewed latency dis-

tribution than the one emulated in our study. Such a distribution

has been found to have a high impact on some types of workloads

and will be better studied using more accurate simulators such as

gem5 and FPGA-based emulators [2, 5]. Nevertheless, our exper-

iments with LBench still indirectly reflect the impact of random

long latency induced by multiple jobs sharing a memory pool.

8 RELATEDWORKS
In this section we summarize related works on multi-tier memory

systems and disaggregated memory.

DisaggregatedMemory Systems.Both faultingmethods (page-

swapping) and non-faulting methods (direct cacheline access) have

been proposed for implementing memory disaggregation [26]. Until

recently, network-based page-swapping has been the main practical

option [3, 19, 27]. With major vendors adopting the CXL standard,

many recent works focus on realizing non-faulting CXL-based

memory disaggregation with a focus on cloud systems. Pinto et al.

developed a full-stack prototype based on CXL-predecessor Open-

CAPI using FPGAs, and Gouk et al. developed a similar prototype

for CXL [18]. The implications of CXL-based memory for cloud

workloads were studied in Meta datacenters [30] and Microsoft

Azure datacenters [24]. Ding et al. proposed an extended mem-

ory roofline model for designing HPC systems with disaggregated

memory [8]. They used analytical methods to estimate the local to

remote memory access ratio in a set of AI trainings, data analytics

workloads, and HPC micro-benchmarks. The access ratio was used

in a roofline model to guide system design. Wahlgren et al. pro-

posed an emulation method for CXL-based memory and focused

on evaluating the performance penalty in HPC workloads [48]. In

contrast, our method is based on extensive quantitative measure-

ments of memory access, application performance, and memory

interference in HPC applications.

Memory Interference and Contention. Tudor et al. analyzed
the impact of interference on parallel applications on multi-socket

systems and developed an analytical model for memory contention

based on the queuing theory [45]. In infrastructures with workload

co-location, prior works have investigated interference from shared

hardware resources, such as L3 cache, network, etc, and their impact

on performance and job scheduling policies [7, 46, 54]. Recently,

Masouros et al. developed an interference-aware cloud scheduler

for disaggregated memory systems [31], and Lee et al. developed

optimizations to mitigate interference for virtual machines with

disaggregated memory [23]. Zacarias et al. developed a prediction

model to estimate the performance degradation from interference

in a disaggregated memory system [52, 53]. They target a split

architecture, where remote memory is provided by other compute

nodes rather than dedicated memory servers, different from our

target architecture in this work.

Data Placement inMulti-TierMemory. Extensive works have
proposed automatic and transparent data placement solutions in

multi-tier memory systems implemented with non-volatile mem-

ory or CXL. Agarwal and Wenisch proposed Thermostat, a fully

application-transparent data placement runtime [1] that detects

hotness of pages for migration. Duraisamy et al. evaluated a trans-

parent runtime and optimized cluster scheduler in a production

datacenter [12]. For CXL-based memory, Maruf et al. proposed TPP

for transparent page placement for direct-attached memory [30],

and Li et al. proposed Pond for data placement in shared memory

pools [24].

9 CONCLUSIONS
The recent adoption of disaggregated memory in several major data

centers and the severe memory underutilization and high cost of

memory in HPC facilities have mandated a closer look into the prac-

tical adoption of rack-scale memory pooling as a non-disruptive

option on future HPC systems. This work described the prospects

and requirements for adoption. In particular, we presented a multi-

level quantitative methodology for dissecting application require-

ments on memory systems, from general to multi-tier, and memory

pooling. We applied our method in NekRS, SuperLU, Hypre, HPL,

BFS, and XSBench and identified key insights. In two case stud-

ies, we also demonstrated how findings from our method could

be used for optimizing memory access at the application level and

interference-aware job scheduling at the system level.
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Appendix: Artifact Description/Artifact Evaluation

ARTIFACT IDENTIFICATION
Memory disaggregation has recently been adopted in several major
data centers to improve resource utilization, driven by cost and
sustainability. Meanwhile, recent studies on large-scale HPC facili-
ties have also highlighted memory underutilization. A promising
and non-disruptive option for memory disaggregation is rack-scale
memory pooling, where node-local memory is supplemented by
shared memory pools. This work outlines the prospects and re-
quirements for adoption and clarifies several misconceptions. We
propose a quantitative method for dissecting application require-
ments on the memory system from the top down in three levels,
moving from general, to multi-tier memory systems, and then to
memory pooling. We also provide a multi-level profiling tool and
LBench to facilitate the quantitative approach. We evaluated a set of
representative HPCworkloads on an emulated platform. Our results
show that prefetching activities can significantly influence memory
traffic profiles. Interference in memory pooling has varied impacts
on applications, depending on their access ratios to memory tiers
and arithmetic intensities. Finally, findings from our method are
applied in two case studies to show benefits at the application level
and system level, achieving 50% reduction in remote access and 13%
speedup in BFS, and reducing performance variation of co-located
workloads in interference-aware job scheduling.

The computational artifacts are:

• The profiling tool, with four modes: RSS (working set size),
perp (Periodic Profiling of arithmetic intensity and memory
access counters), samp (sampling of memory access virtual
addresses), pf (Periodic Profiling of prefetching counters).

• LBench, which can be run either in continuous mode to gen-
erate background traffic, or in constant mode (fixed iteration
count) to measure the interference coefficient.

• setup_waste, a tool to configure the local memory capacity
in the emulated system.

• A patch to Ligra BFS improving the performance on multi-
tier memory.

Additional tools used include Intel PCM and numactl. The evalu-
ated workloads are described in the paper. By utilizing the computa-
tional artifacts, all the results in the paper can be reproduced, either
to confirm the correctness or to extend the analysis to additional
workloads.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF EXPERIMENTS
The workflow for carrying out the experiments is listed below.

• First run with RSS profiler. Calculate 25,50,75% of reported
peak working set, to be used with setup_waste below. (10
min)

• Fig 4: Run with perp profiler. (10 min)
• Fig 5: Run with samp profiler. (10 min)
• Fig 6-7: Run with pf profiler. (10 min)
• Fig 8: Use setup_waste, run with perp profiler. (40 min)
• Fig 10, left: Run continuous LBench with pcm-numa. (1 min)

• Fig 10, middle: Run continuous LBench with pcm-numa, and
also constant LBench. (2 min)

• Fig 10, right: Use setup_waste, then run constant LBench in
a loop during workload execution. (20 min)

• Fig 9: Use setup_waste, then run continuous LBench during
workload execution. (60 min)

• Fig 11: Use setup_waste, then run with perp profiler
(left/middle), and constant LBench (right). (10 min)

• Fig 12: Use setup_waste and LBench as described in the paper.
Run 100 executions of each configuration. (40 h)

The results are expected to match the results presented in the pa-
per. The paper also includes an extensive description and evaluation
of these results.
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